Introduction proach is that all available covariates could be utilized for improving churn 
31
Our approach synthesizes probability and data mining approaches, that 32 allows to benefit from their advantages and overcome disadvantages. The 33 main idea is to build probabilistic model that includes probability of churn 34 conditional on the past history, then build the sequence of supervised classi-35 fication tasks that converges to the maximum likelihood of the model.
36

Problem definition
37
We follow the definition of the problem as in (Fader et al. 2005 for different business settings daily granularity could be replaced to hourly 51 granularity ans so on in dependence of available data.
52
Modelling approach
53
In this section we will define modelling approach and assumptions that are 2. As in (Fader et al. 2005) : Heterogeneity in transaction rates across customers follows a gamma distribution with shape parameter r and scale parameter α:
3. After transaction as the moment t i,j , a customer becomes inactive with probability p. The probability depends on past history, time-dependent covariates and churn model parameters:
is the history of customer's transactions and time-dependent covariates 63 prior to the moment t i,j . The Θ is the set of dropout model's parameters 64 to be estimated.
65
The assumption 3 is the key distinction from original BG/NBD model. In 
69
This dependence is realized via conditional probability p(dropout |D i,j , Θ).
70
Later, we provide the method of estimation for this probability via reduction
71
to the sequence of weighted classification problems.
72
Derivation of the Likelihood Function on individual level
73
In this section we derive the likelihood of customer's datum with respect to unobservable parameter λ. This likelihood is needed to derive full likelihood and probability of churn. The derivation of the likelihood on customers level is similar to (Fader et al. 2005 ) except for terms related to conditional probability of dropout at the end of every transaction.
Consider a customer i who had x i transactions in the period (0, T] with the transactions occurring at t i,1 . . . t i,x i and corresponding covariates H i,1 . . . H i,x i :
As in (Fader et al. 2005) , the likelihood of the first transaction occurring at t i,1 is a standard exponential likelihood component, which equals
2. As in (Fader et al. 2005) , the likelihood of the j-th transaction occurring at t i,j is the probability of remaining active at t i,j−1 times the standard exponential likelihood component, which equals
where p(dropout |D i,j−1 , Θ) is the probability of churn conditional on 74 model parameters and history prior to t i,j−1 3. The likelihood of observing zero purchases in (t i,x i , T ] is the probability the customer became inactive at t i,x i , plus the probability he remained active but made no purchases in this interval, which equals
Therefore customer-level likelihood is:
whereD i is the data available for customer i, including both history and to the end of observations.
81
Hereinafter,for simplicity, we denote
Sample likelihood
83
In this section we derive expectation of customer's likelihood over unobservable parameter λ. This expectation is needed for parameter estimation as well as for the probability of churn. We derive likelihood with prior from equation (1) as the expectation of L i (λ, Θ) over λ with respect to (1):
Substitution of (5) into (6) yields:
where x i is the number of transactions of customer i within the observed period and the p i,j is defined in equation (3).The details about derivation of (7) could be found in Appendix A.
Full log likelihood of the given sample is:
Probability of churn
84
In this section we derive the key result of the model which is the probability of churn for given customer after the end of observed period. The way of deriving the formula is similar to (Fader and Hardie 2008) . Lets denote I as indicator of the churn event. Therefore, from the Bayes rule:
Equation (7) and the definition of likelihood lead to:
Therefore, probability of churn for given customer after the end of observed period is: aren't restricted to the particular form of p(dropout |D i,j , Θ). 
for any Θ andΘ.
101
Then, we consequently maximize function Q(Θ,Θ, α, r) over the first argu-102 ment and substituting the result to the second argument until convergence.
103
Then, parameters α and r are found over standard optimization procedure,
104
then we repeat the whole procedure again until convergence: In this section we derive surrogate function which is necessary for optimization via MM algorithm. We build surrogate function Q i (Θ,Θ, α, r) on individual level, then obtain sample surrogate function as a sum:
To construct customers surrogate function we apply Jensen inequality to 107 equation (9):
where
Proof of that function satisfies conditions (13) could be found in Appendix
109
B.
110
The term S i (Θ,Θ, α, r) is the only component of Q i (Θ,Θ, α, r) which depends 111 on Θ, therefore optimization of
113
Optimization of surrogate function via fitting binary classifier
In this section will reduce the problem of optimization of (15) by Θ to well-studied problem of fitting binary classifier. We will construct binary classification problem in a way that −S i (Θ,Θ, α, r) from equation (15) is equal to weighted cross-entropy loss function. Therefore, the solution of this classification problem will deliver the solution of surrogate optimization problem.
Binary classification problem is:
where Y i,j are target variables, w 
Substitution of (20) into (19) yields periods by splitting overall period into 2, as in Table 1 . tion on the subset which belonged to these customers only. The numeric values are provided in the Table 3 . 
137
173
This integral could be expressed via gamma function, therefore:
Γ(x i + r) (t i,x i + c i + α) x i +r = = α r Γ(x i + r) Γ(r) (t i,x i + c i + α)
−(x i +r)
This this equation immediately yields to (7).
Applying Jensen inequality to the last 2 terms yields: 
